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ABSTRACT

Protein components of the Drosophila male ejaculate are critical modulators of reproductive success,
several of which are known to evolve rapidly. Recent evidence of adaptive evolution in female reproductive
tract proteins suggests this pattern may reflect sexual selection at the molecular level. Here we explore the
evolutionary dynamics of a five-paralog gene family of female reproductive proteases within
geographically isolated subspecies of Drosophila mojavensis. Remarkably, four of five paralogs show
exceptionally low differentiation between subspecies and unusually structured haplotypes that suggest the
retention of old polymorphisms. These gene genealogies are accompanied by deviations from neutrality
consistent with diversifying selection. While diversifying selection has been observed among the
reproductive molecules of mammals and marine invertebrates, our study provides the first evidence of this
selective regime in any Drosophila reproductive protein, male or female.

THE molecular interface that underlies sexual
reproduction is extraordinarily dynamic. In a host

of biologically diverse organisms, proteins with repro-
ductive functions evolve rapidly through changes in
coding sequence (reviewed in Swanson and Vacquier

2002a,b; Clark et al. 2006; Panhuis et al. 2006), lineage-
specific gene duplications, evolution of novel proteins,
and regulatory changes (Begun and Lindfors 2005;
Mueller et al. 2005; Begun et al. 2006; Findlay et al.
2008). Within species, reproductive proteins show evi-
dence of two contrasting selective regimes. Reduced
polymorphism or elevated divergence at many repro-
ductive protein loci indicates they have experienced
positive directional selection (Lee et al. 1995; Aguadé

1998, 1999; Calkins et al. 2007; Clark et al. 2007). In
contrast, other reproductive proteins exhibit remarkable
intraspecific diversity generated by balancing selection
(Metz and Palumbi 1996; Gasper and Swanson 2006;
Levitan and Ferrell 2006; Hamm et al. 2007; Clark

et al. 2009), alternative splicing (Moy et al. 2008; Springer

et al. 2008), copy number variation (Dopman and Hartl

2007), and gene conversion (Kelleher and Markow

2009).
The exceptional dynamics of reproductive proteins

are thought to result from sexual selection that occurs
after copulation or gamete release (reviewed in Swanson

and Vacquier 2002a,b; Clark et al. 2006; Panhuis et al.
2006). Sperm competition predicts an ongoing arms
race between the abundant gametes of multiple males
to achieve fertilization of more limited female gametes
(Birkhead and Møller 1998). Cryptic female choice, a
postcopulatory equivalent of traditional sexual selec-
tion, suggests that females can bias fertilization success
toward certain males on the basis of qualities of the male
ejaculate (Eberhard 1996). Finally, sexual conflict, or a
difference in the reproductive interests of the two sexes,
proposes that an evolutionary arms race between males
and females over control of reproductive outcomes can
cause rapid evolution of the proteins involved (Parker

1979). Although both cryptic female choice and sexual
conflict predict a role for female reproductive proteins
in driving the dynamics of their male interactors, when
compared to the extensive literature on the evolution of
male reproductive molecules, examination of the fe-
male side remains lacking.

The promiscuous mating system and unique repro-
ductive biology of the cactus breeding fruit fly, Drosophila
mojavensis, presents an exciting system in which to
explore the evolution of female reproductive proteins.
These females remate daily (reviewed in Markow

1996), and broods of wild-caught females have been
demonstrated to have up to six different sires, implying
strong postcopulatory sexual selection (Good et al.
2006). D. mojavensis females, furthermore, are known
to incorporate male-derived molecules into somatic
tissues and oocytes (Markow and Ankney 1984), a
nutritional benefit to copulation that dramatically
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contrasts the ‘‘cost of mating’’ incurred by the females of
their congener D. melanogaster (Chapman et al. 1995;
Pitnick and Garcı́a-González 2002; Kuijper et al.
2006; Barnes et al. 2008). Finally, D. mojavensis females
exhibit an insemination reaction, an opaque mass of
unknown composition that occupies the uterus after
every copulation (Patterson 1946; Alonso-Pimentel

et al. 1994). This reaction mass is thought to protect the
male’s nutritional investment from cuckoldry by com-
peting ejaculates (Markow and Ankney 1984, 1988;
Pitnick et al. 1997), and furthermore,may coevolve antag-
onistically between the sexes (Knowles and Markow

2001).
Our previous expressed sequence tag (EST) analysis

of the lower reproductive tracts of D. arizonae, a closely
related sister species of D. mojavensis [most recent
common ancestor (MRCA) �0.7 MYA] (Reed et al.
2007; Matzkin 2008), identified 241 candidate female
reproductive tract proteins that potentially interact with
the male ejaculate (Kelleher et al. 2007). The most
intriguing of these candidates were five recently dupli-
cated endoprotease families, exclusively expressed in
the lower female reproductive tract (Kelleher et al.
2007). The current study explores the evolutionary his-
tory of one of the two largest protease families in four
ecologically and geographically isolated subspecies of
D. mojavensis; Baja Peninsula (D. m. baja), Catalina Is-
land (D. m. wrigleyi), mainland Sonora (D. m. sonorensis),
and the Mojave Desert (D. m. mojavensis) (Pfeiler et al.
2009). The family encodes five serine-endoprotease
paralogs (Figure 1, protease gene family 1; Kelleher

et al. 2007), all of which contain signal peptides
suggesting they are secreted into the female reproduc-
tive tract lumen, creating the potential for biochemical
interaction and coevolution with male seminal proteins
(Kelleher et al. 2007). Consistent with a hypothesis of
molecular coevolution, the protease gene family exam-
ined here exhibits evidence of positive selection at some
codons, as inferred from divergence between species
and paralogs (Kelleher et al. 2007).

Previous studies have demonstrated that the four
subspecies of D. mojavnesis are genetically and morpho-
logically differentiated (Machado et al. 2007; Reed et al.
2007; Matzkin 2008; reviewed in Pfeiler et al. 2009),
and that male and female contributions to reproductive
outcomes are coadapted within them (Knowles and
Markow 2001; Pitnick et al. 2003; Knowles et al. 2005;
Kelleher and Markow 2007). Consistent with these
phenotypic observations, we find considerable evidence
for population-specific selection in the female repro-
ductive proteins examined here. We furthermore find
that in contrast to D. melanogaster, which exhibits a high
frequency of positive directional selection among its
female reproductive tract proteins (Swanson et al. 2004;
Panhuis and Swanson 2006; Lawniczak and Begun

2007), D. mojavensis female reproductive tract proteins
display deviations from neutrality consistent with bal-

ancing selection. We discuss our results in terms of
sexual selection theory and the unique reproductive
biology of D. mojavensis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly strains: D. mojavensis were collected from Catalina
Island (2001), Mojave Desert (2002), Baja Peninsula
(2002), and mainland Sonora (2007) by J. Bono, L. Reed,
and L. Matzkin. D. arizonae, the sister species of D. mojavensis,
were collected in Tucson, Arizona (2000) by L. Matzkin. All
flies used in population analyses were maintained as iso-
female lines. Between seven and eight isofemale lines were
sampled from each population for each locus. A third, closely
related species, D. navojoa, was obtained from the Tucson
Drosophila Stock Center.

Loci and primer design: The genomic arrangement and
phylogenetic relationships of the protease gene family exam-
ined in this study are presented in Figure 1. Although the
genes remain unannotated, our previous study showed that
they were expressed in D. arizonae, and that orthologous se-
quences were present in the D. mojavensis genome (Kelleher

et al. 2007). Intron–exon splice sites were inferred from D.
arizonae ESTs in Kelleher et al. (2007). For simplicity, we refer
to these genes as female reproductive proteases A–E, or FRP-
A–E, where FRP-A corresponds to Dari\anon-EST:Kelleher9,
FRP-B corresponds to Dari\anon-EST:Kelleher8, FRP-C corre-
sponds to Dari\anon-EST:Kelleher7, FRP-D corresponds to
Dari\anon-EST:Kelleher6, and FRP-E corresponds to anon-
EST:Kelleher-5. D. mojavensis (http://rana.lbl.gov/drosophila/)
orthologs further were aligned to available D. arizonae ESTs to
generate paralog-specific primers that amplified the majority
of the coding sequence for each locus. All paralogs were
reciprocally monophyletic (not shown). Further, heterozygos-
ity in sampled isofemale lines was quite low, except for flies
that recently had been introduced to the lab (fewer than five
generations). We are confident, therefore, that each set of
primers amplified a unique genomic location.

Sequencing: Genomic DNA was isolated from whole flies
using the DNeasy it (Qiagen) according to manufacturer
instructions. Standard PCR was performed using internal,
paralog-specific primers (Figure 1). All sequencing was per-
formed on an ABI 3700 DNA sequencer with Big Dye
Terminator chemistry. Primers and PCR conditions are avail-
able from the authors upon request. Base calling and assembly
were performed in Sequencher 4.8.

Polymorphism analyses: Haplotypes were phased in Arlequin
(http://cmpg.unibe.ch/software/arlequin3/),andasinglehaplo-
type for each individual was retained for subsequent analyses.
Polymorphism analyses, estimation of population parameters,
and tests of selection were performed in DNAsp (Rozas et al.
2003). Sample sizes, sequence lengths, and estimates of poly-
morphism are presented in supporting information, Table S1.
Significance of site frequency spectra statistics and measure-
ments of linkage disequilibrium were assessed by coalescent
simulations under the conservative assumption of no recom-
bination. For tests requiring an outgroup, one or more D.
arizonae orthologs were used for FRP-A–FRP-C. For FRP-D we
used an allele of FRP-E as the outgroup, and vice versa, due to
uncertainty surrounding the identity of the D. arizonae ortho-
log. Using closely related paralogs as an outgroup sequence, in
place of sibling species, is known to be a conservative approach
for McDonald–Kreitman (MK) tests (McDonald and Kreit-

man 1991; Thornton and Long 2005; Thornton 2007). We
note, however, that using the putative D. arizonae ortholog had
no effect on the outcome of the test. Tests were polarized with
the appropriate sequence from D. navojoa.
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Gene conversion was detected by GENECONV within an
alignment of all unique haplotypes for all paralogs using the
method of Sawyer (1989). Briefly, gene conversion tracts
between pairs of sequences are identified by considerable
stretches of complete identity interspersed between two
regions of considerable mismatch or one region of mismatch
and the end of the alignment. Statistical significance of these
fragments is determined by permutation tests. Neighbor-
joining gene trees (Saitou and Nei 1987) were constructed
in Paup*4.0b10 (Swofford 2000).

Three-dimensional modeling: Serine endoprotease catalytic
sites (reviewed in Polgar 2005), and protease inhibitor sites
(reviewed in Srinivasan et al. 2006), as well as previously
identified Bayes empirical Bayes positively selected sites (Yang

et al. 2005; Kelleher et al. 2007), were mapped to a predicted
three-dimensional (3D) model for FRP-C obtained from Swiss-
Model (Schwede et al. 2003).

To test for an association between positively selected sites
and protease inhibitor sites, we implemented a permutation
analysis previously described in Clark et al. (2007). Briefly, the
distance from each selected site to the nearest inhibitor site
was calculated, and its mean value compared to a distribution
of distances between random pairs of sites. Buried, core sites
with #10% surface exposure per residue, as calculated by
GETAREA (Fraczkiewicz and Braun 1998), were not con-
sidered for random sets. This exclusion makes the test more
conservative, because these sites evolve slowly relative to
surface sites and rarely are inferred as positively selected.
Statistical significance was determined as the fraction of
random permutations with a mean distance equal to or lower
than the observed mean distance between selected and
inhibitor sites.

RESULTS

Multiple paralogs evolve nonindependently through
gene conversion: Gene conversion and nonallelic ho-
mologous recombination result in nonindependent
evolutionary histories of paralogous loci. Describing
this process is critical, as it leads to complex genealogies
and unusual patterns of polymorphism not seen for

single copy genes (Innan 2003; Thornton 2007). In
our FRPs, gene conversion tracts between pairs of
paralogous haplotypes were identified as fragments of
complete identity flanked by regions of significant
mismatch, using the method of Sawyer (1989). No
evidence of gene conversion was observed between FRP-
A and any other paralog, indicating this locus evolves
independently (Figure 2). In contrast, there is evidence
of gene conversion in at least one pairwise comparison
between all other paralogs in the examined gene family
(Figure 2). The lack of detectable gene conversion
between FRP-A and the other paralogs may suggest that
gene conversion does not occur, but could also indicate
that it is deleterious. Indeed, all sampled haplotypes of
this paralog exhibit the same replacement changes in
the three residues of the catalytic triad (reviewed in
Polgar 2005), suggesting it has acquired a divergent,
nonproteolytic function. In contrast, all other paralogs
have retained a catalytic triad, indicating that their
biochemical functions may be more similar.

In terms of both tract length and frequency, the most
extensive gene conversion was observed between paral-
ogs FRP-C and FRP-D. These paralogs are neither phys-
ically adjacent, nor are they genetically more similar to
each other than to the remainder of the gene family.
Conversely, minimal gene conversion was observed be-
tween adjacent paralogs or between genetically similar
pairs FRP-D and FRP-E, and FRP-B and FRP- C. There is
no evidence, therefore for an association between
phylogenetic or physical distance and gene conversion.

Examination of the frequency that a given site is
found within a significant fragment reveals that gene
conversion is nonrandomly distributed along the chro-
mosome (Figure 3). Gene conversion is frequent in the
59 end of the gene, peaks near the center, and is entirely
absent from the 39 end. Intriguingly, previously de-

Figure 1.—Phylogenetic relationships and ge-
nomic arrangement of the paralogs examined in
this study. (A) Evolutionary relationships be-
tween paralogs adapted from Kelleher et al.
(2007). (B) Genomic arrangement of the prote-
ase gene family on D. mojavensis chromosome
4 (scaffold_6680 bp 10216565-10169309, http://
rana.lbl.gov/drosophila/). Open blocks indicate
individual exons of duplicated paralogs, while
shaded blocks indicate individual exons of flank-
ing and interspersed coding sequences. Arrows
indicate the direction of transcription.
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scribed selected sites (Kelleher et al. 2007) are highly
concentrated at the 39 end of the gene (Figure 3),
suggesting a possible negative association between gene
conversion and adaptive evolution. Consistent with this
hypothesis, we observed that positively selected sites
exhibited a significantly lower frequency of gene con-
version than nonselected sites (Wilcoxon rank sum test,
P ¼ 0.0016).

Female reproductive proteases exhibit unusually low
population structure: A previous examination of genome-
wide variation in D. mojavensis shows that haplotypes are
structured between the four geographically isolated sub-
species, D. m. baja, D. m. wrigleyi, D. m. sonorensis, and D.

m. mojavensis (Machado et al. 2007; Figure 4A). Specif-
ically, a concatenated genealogy of 10 nuclear loci
revealed a well-supported (.86%) reciprocally mono-
phyletic clade for each subspecies (Machado et al.
2007). To explore the relationships between female
reproductive protease haplotypes sampled here, gene
genealogies were constructed for each of the five
paralogs (Figure 4 B–F). Well-supported clades (boot-
strap values .95%) containing individuals from multi-
ple subspecies were observed for FRP-A and FRP-C–
FRP-E, providing little evidence for a geographical
structuring of sampled haplotypes. The genealogies of
FRP-A and FRP-D are particularly unusual, as haplotypes
sort into two divergent clades, suggesting ancestral
polymorphism. Recombination, or gene conversion
between paralogs is expected to lengthen terminal
branch lengths and reduce internal branch lengths
(Schierup and Hein 200). Thus, while gene conversion
may affect the phylogenetic structure of duplicated loci,
it is unlikely to give rise to the deep bifurcations we
observe in FRP-A and FRP-D. To determine whether
these results represent a genuine difference from the
neutral loci examined in Machado et al. (2007), we
constructed gene genealogies for each of the 10 loci
sampled in that study individually. No well-supported
clades (.95%) grouping haplotypes from multiple
subspecies were observed (not shown), indicating that
the genealogies of the duplicated proteases examined
here are distinct from those of putatively neutral loci.

To further quantify the disparity in population struc-
ture between neutral loci and our female reproductive
proteases, we compared FST values between the two gene
classes (Table 1). For all six pairwise combinations of
subspecies, the mean FST value for FRPs was lower than
that of putatively neutral loci (Machado et al. 2007),
although the difference was only significant for three of
these comparisons (Table 1). Furthermore, 21 individ-
ual combinations of loci and population pairs exhibit
FST values that are significantly lower than the neutral
distribution from Machado et al. (2007), 13 of which
remain significant after correction for multiple testing
(Table 1). Finally, the global FST value across all four
subspecies was significantly lower than those of neutral

Figure 2.—Ectopic recombination. An alignment of all
unique haplotypes was used to detect significant fragments
of complete identity in GENECONV, on the basis of the
method of Sawyer (1989). The percentage of pairwise com-
parisons between paralogs that show evidence of gene conver-
sion is shaded in the upper right. The average length of
identified conversion tracts between paralogs, and the stan-
dard deviation of this estimate, are indicated in the lower left.

Figure 3.—Sliding window analysis of gene
conversion. Y-axis denotes the percentage of hap-
lotypes from the full alignment, including all
haplotypes of all subspecies and all paralogs that
show evidence of gene conversion at a particular
site. The intron–exon structure is shown to scale
along the x-axis, with a total length of �1 kb.
Solid arrows denote selected sites from Kelleher

et al. (2007).
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loci for every FRP examined except FRP-A (Table 1).
Collectively these comparisons suggest that FRPs exhibit
reduced population structure, consistent with a regime
of natural selection that acts to maintain genetic
variation within subspecies.

Female reproductive protein haplotypes exhibit
nonneutral levels of linkage disequilibrium: To further
characterize the unusual haplotype structure of FRPs,
we estimated linkage disequilibrium within each locus
and subspecies, using Zns (Kelly 1997) and Za (Rozas

et al. 2001) (Table 2). Zns measures the correlation of
pairwise linkage disequilibrium, r 2, for all polymorphic
sites within a locus (Kelly 1997), while Za estimates the
correlation in r 2 values between adjacent polymorphic
sites only (Rozas et al. 2001). For both statistics, values
that approach 1 indicate high linkage disequilibrium
and low asymmetry in the frequency of polymorphic
sites, a pattern that could result either from cryptic
population structure, or from natural selection acting
on a polymorphism that is closely linked to neutral sites

Figure 4.—Female re-
productive proteases ex-
hibit unusual haplotype
structures. (A) Geographic
distribution and collection
sites of four isolated sub-
species of D. mojavensis: D.
m. baja (Baja Peninsula,
shaded star). D. m. wrigleyi
(Catalina Island, shaded
circle), D. m. sonorensis
(mainland Sonora, solid
star), and D. m. mojavensis
(Mojave Desert, solid cir-
cle). Gene genealogies of
FRP-A (B), FRP-B (C),
FRP-C (D), FRP-D (E),
and FRP-E (F). All genealo-
gies were inferred by neigh-
bor joining in Paup*4.0
b10 (Swofford 2000).
Symbols indicate subspe-
cies of origin, and number
of symbols indicates indi-
vidual sampled alleles that
correspond to that haplo-
type. Bootstrap values are
indicated.

TABLE 1

Comparison of FST values for neutral and FRP loci

wr. and mo. ba. and wr. so. and wr. ba. and mo. so. and mo. so. and ba. All

Neutral
mean FST

0.60 (60.24) 0.44 (60.32) 0.42 (60.32) 0.46 (60.25) 0.53 (60.19) 0.19 (60.21) 0.44 (60.24)

FRP-A 0.45* 0.13** 0.45 0.12***a �0.02***a 0.11 0.3**
FRP-B 0.26***a 0.32 0.23 0.19** 0.13***a 0.02** 0.22**a

FRP-C 0.67 0.08**a 0.45 0.28 0.25***a 0.14 0.26
FRP-D 0.00***a 0.30 0.25* 0.30 0.25***a 0.00**a 0.18***a

FRP-E 0.26***a 0.25 0.65 �0.05***a 0.26***a 0.23 0.2*
FRP mean F

st
0.33 (60.25)* 0.21 (60.11) 0.41 (60.17) 0.16 (60.14)* 0.18 (60.12)***a 0.11 (6 0.094) 0.24 (60.05)*a

Neutral mean F
st

is calculated from loci in Machado et al. (2007). Values in parentheses represent the standard deviation. For
individual loci and and subspecies, we determined whether FST values were significantly different from the neutral distribution
using a Z-test. Furthermore, we compared the distribution of FST values between neutral and FRP loci using a two-sample t-test. All
FST values were calculated in DnaSP (Rozas et al. 2003). wr., D. m. wrigleyi; ba., D. m. baja; so., D. m. sonorensis; mo., D. m. mojavensis.
*P , 0.05, **P , 0.01, ***P , 0.001.

a Values that remain significant after a conservative Bonferroni correction for multiple measures.
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in this region. For example, alcohol dehydrogenase
(Adh), a frequently cited example of balancing selec-
tion in D. melanogaster (Hudson et al. 1987) exhibits
significantly elevated values of Zns within the region
that has undergone nonneutral evolution (Kelly

1997). After correction for multiple testing, four of five
paralogs exhibit a degree of linkage disequilibrium
that is inconsistent with a standard neutral model
in at least one subspecies, as assessed by coalescent
simulations (Table 2). These significant values may
result from natural selection, as no evidence for cryptic
population structure within subspecies has been seen
for other loci (Machado et al. 2007; Reed et al. 2007;
Matzkin 2008).

If gene conversion introduces multiple linked poly-
morphisms within the same conversion tract, it could
lead to strong linkage disequilibrium between poly-
morphic sites and significant values of Zns and Za.
Because no gene conversion was detected between FRP-
A and any other paralog, this phenomenon cannot
explain the degree of linkage disequilibrium observed
at this locus. To elucidate the contribution of gene
conversion to linkage disequilibrium at the other four
loci, we identified sites with evidence of gene conversion
within each population and excluded them from the
analysis. While in some cases, significant linkage dis-
equilibrium was no longer detected when sites of gene
conversion were excluded, the majority of values re-
mained significant (Table 2). We cannot, however, rule
out the possibility that GENECONV failed to detect
older gene conversion events that nonetheless contrib-
ute to linkage disequilibrium.

Polymorphism and divergence analyses: One expla-
nation for the unusual patterns of haplotype structure
and linkage disequilibrium observed in the female
reproductive proteases examined here is that these loci
are subject to balancing selection. Two statistics were
used to detect skews in the site-frequency spectra indic-
ative of nonneutral evolution. Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989)
detects an excess of intermediate or low-frequency
polymorphisms suggestive of balancing or directional
selection, respectively. Similarly, Fu and Li’s F (Fu and Li

1993) identifies an excess of old polymorphisms in-
dicative of balancing selection by assigning variation to
branches on a gene genealogy. Although the site-
frequency spectra can be affected by demographic
processes, these statistics tend to be slightly negative
and close to zero at putatively neutral loci for all four
races of D. mojavensis (Machado et al. 2007; Kelleher

and Markow 2009). Significantly positive or negative
values, therefore, cannot be attributed to demographic
history.

There was a general trend toward positive values of D
and F among the five paralogs (Table 3). This result is
not unexpected, as gene conversion is predicted to
create a marginally positive skew in the site frequency
spectra of duplicate loci (Innan 2003; Thornton

2007). Significantly positive values do not result from
neutral gene conversion, however, as an overestimation
of the variance makes these statistics quite conservative
for duplicate loci undergoing concerted evolution
(Innan 2003; Thornton 2007). In four combinations
of subspecies and loci, FRP-A (D. m. mojavensis), FRP-C
(D. m. sonorensis), FRP-D (D. m. baja), and FRP-E (D. m.
wrigleyi), these statistics indicated a significant excess of
intermediate frequency or old polymorphisms (Table
3), suggesting that selection acts to retain genetic
variation relative to a neutral model. Although no tests
remain significant after a conservative Bonferroni
correction for multiple measures, this frequency of
rejections of the null hypothesis is unlikely to occur by
chance (cumulative binomial P ¼ 0.048). All values
remained significant when sites undergoing gene con-
version were excluded from the alignment (Table 3),

TABLE 2

Linkage disequilibrium

All No conversion

Zns Za Zns Za

FRP-A
D. m. baja 0.71 0.81** NA NA
D. m. wrigleyi 0.42 0.52 NA NA
D. m. sonorensis 0.47 0.53 NA NA
D. m. mojavensis 0.81* 0.90**a NA NA

FRP-B
D. m. baja 0.62 0.74 0.49 0.60
D. m. wrigleyi 0.77** 0.96** 0.78 0.92*
D. m. sonorensis 0.39 0.6 0.35 0.67
D. m. mojavensis 0.77* 0.97**a 0.75 0.95**

FRP-C
D. m. baja 0.38 0.54 0.38 0.54
D. m. wrigleyi NA NA NA
D. m. sonorensis 0.73 0.75 0.71 0.69
D. m. mojavensis NA NA NA

FRP-D
D. m. baja 0.91** 0.96***a 0.90***a 0.96***a

D. m. wrigleyi NA NA NA NA
D. m. sonorensis 0.67 0.80* 0.39 0.53
D. m. mojavensis NA NA NA NA

FRP-E
D. m. baja 0.85** 0.85** 0.84** 0.85**
D. m. wrigleyi 0.71 0.95**a NA NA
D. m. sonorensis 0.38 0.47 NA NA
D. m. mojavensis 0.91** 0.93**a NA NA

Zns (Kelly 1997) and Za (Rozas et al. 2001) were calcu-
lated for all combinations of subspecies and loci in DnaSP,
and statistical significance was determined by coalescent sim-
ulations under the conservative assumption of no recombina-
tion (Rozas and Rozas 1995). Values are for all sites, as well as
values where sites with evidence for gene conversion are re-
ported. NA, incalculable or there was no evidence for gene
conversion. *P , 0.05, **P , 0.01, ***P , 0.001.

a Values that remain significant after a conservative Bonfer-
roni correction for multiple measures.
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further confirming that the observed deviations from
neutrality are not the result of gene conversion.

We furthermore examined the relationship between
polymorphism within subspecies of D. mojavensis to di-
vergence from D.arizonae using the MK test, (McDonald

and Kreitman 1991). Positive directional selection is
predicted to result in significant excess of replacement
divergence (McDonald and Kreitman 1991). In con-
trast, an excess of replacement polymorphism may
indicate balancing selection, segregation of mildly del-
eterious variation, or recently relaxed constraint
(Nachman 1998). FRP-A exhibited an excess of re-
placement polymorphism in D. m. mojavensis in a stan-
dard MK test, a deviation from neutrality that is
consistent with balancing selection (Table 4). While
this value must be interpreted with caution, as it does
not remain significant after correction for multiple
testing, it is consistent with the observed excess of old
polymorphisms of this same locus (Table 3). Interest-
ingly, lineage-specific tests at this locus also exhibited a
high frequency of nonsynonymous polymorphisms, but
lacked sufficient fixed differences on the D. mojavensis
branch to reject neutrality (Table 3).

In contrast to the FRP-A, as well as the other
deviations from neutrality observed in this study, a
modified McDonald–Kreitman test comparing poly-
morphism within populations for FRP-D and FRP-E, to
divergence between these two paralogs (see materi-

als and methods), revealed an excess of replacement
divergence in FRP-D for D. m. baja and D. m. sonorensis
(Table 5). This value remains significant in D. m. baja
after correction for multiple testing. This signature of
directional selection was inconsistent with the pres-
ence of two differentiated haplogroups in both of
these subspecies (Figure 4, Table 2), as well as with the
excess of both intermediate frequency and old poly-
morphism in D. m. baja (Table 3). Although these
deviations from neutrality may appear contradictory, it
is important to remember that they are sensitive to
different evolutionary signatures and time scales.
While site-frequency spectra may suggest recent selec-
tive events at a given locus, MK tests will be more
sensitive to the history of the locus since its divergence
from the outgroup. Deviations from neutrality in
opposite directions, therefore, may indicate that the
evolutionary history of these loci has been more

TABLE 3

Site frequency spectra

Tajima’s D Fu and Li’s F Fay and Wu’s H

FRP-A
D. m. baja �0.28 0.21 �6.93
D. m. wrigleyi 0.69 1.49 0.19
D. m. sonorensis 0.42 0.52 0.14
D. m. mojavensis 1.30 1.625* �3.71

FRP-B
D. m. baja �0.76 (�0.88) �0.63 (�0.67) �5.71 (4.95)
D. m. wrigleyi 0.47 (0.61) 0.87 (0.88) �2.61 (�2.48)
D. m. sonorensis 0.5 (0.72) 0.88 (0.93) 1.52 (1.33)
D. m. mojavensis 0.46 (0.618) 1.05 (0.59) �5.14 (�1.86)

FRP-C
D. m. baja �1.3 (�1.07) �1.7 (�1.05) �2.48 (�3.49)
D. m. wrigleyi 0.21 �0.18 0.38
D. m. sonorensis 1.57* (1.65*) 1.66 (1.41) �0.91 (�0.05)
D. m. mojavensis �1.36 0.02 0.01

FRP-D
D. m. baja 1.60* (1.58*) 1.67 (1.63*) �1.10 (�1.24)
D. m. wrigleyi �1.01 �1.34 0.24
D. m. sonorensis 0.42 (�1.11*) 0.61 (�0.98) �0.24 (�4.19)
D. m. mojavensis 0.42 0.47 �1.5

FRP-E
D. m. baja 1.19 (1.04) 1.55 (1.51) 1.62 (�1.048)
D. m. wrigleyi 1.52* 1.84* 2.52
D. m. sonorensis �0.99 �0.51 �5.71*
D. m. mojavensis 0.82 0.75 3.24

Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989) and Fu and Li’s F (Fu and Li 1993) were calculated for all combinations of races
and loci in DnaSP and statistical significance was assessed by coalescent simulations under the conservative as-
sumption of no recombination (Rozas et al. 2003). Values in parentheses are generated from samples in which
haplotypes with evidence for gene conversion are excluded. *P , 0.05.
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complex than simple models of directional or di-
versifying selection.

Selected sites are structurally associated with deter-
minants of protease inhibitor susceptibility: The five
paralogs examined in this study are serine endopro-
teases. Serine endoprotease activity in D. arizonae fe-
male reproductive tracts is negatively regulated by
mating, suggesting susceptibility of female proteases
to inhibitors in the male ejaculate (Kelleher and
Pennington 2009). If female proteases interact and
coevolve with male protease inhibitors, selected sites
are predicted to cluster near residues that determine
susceptibility to protease inhibitors. Consistent with
this hypothesis, selected sites (Kelleher et al. 2007)
often are observed to be closely associated with sites
important to protease inhibitor susceptibility and
resistance (Figure 5, reviewed in Srinivasan et al.
2006). We furthermore observed that 3 of 14 selected
sites also are determinants of inhibitor susceptibility, a

marginally significant excess (Fisher’s exact test, P ¼
0.058).

Examining the distance between selected sites and
functional sites in three-dimensional space presents a
more robust test for an association between site classes
(Clark et al. 2007). We therefore compared the average
pairwise distance between each selected site and the
closest protease inhibitor interaction site to 106 sets of
randomly sampled sites. Selected sites are significantly
closer to protease inhibitor interaction sites than
expected by chance (P¼ 0.02220), indicating that these
two groups of sites are physically associated within the
structure of the protein.

DISCUSSION

Although there is considerable empirical evidence that
male reproductive proteins experience both directional
and diversifying selective regimes in natural populations,

TABLE 4

MK tests of FRP-A

Standard MK test Lineage-specific MK test

Poly Fixed Test Poly Fixed Test

S 19 7 G 12 1 FET
D. m. baja N 26 6 NS 19 1 NS

S 10 9 G 6 2 FET
D. m. wrigleyi N 8 5 NS 1 4 NS

S 17 7 G 10 1 FET
D. m. sonorensis N 32 5 NS 25 1 NS

S 11 8 G 7 2 FET
D. m. mojavensis N 26 5 * 19 1 NS

Silent and noncoding (S) or replacement (N) polymorphism (Poly) was compared to fixed divergence
(Fixed) from the D. arizonae ortholog. D. mojavensis lineage-specific tests were polarized with D. navojoa out-
group. Significance was assessed by Fisher’s exact test (FET) or a G -test (G) when appropriate. *P , 0.05,
NS P . 0.05.

TABLE 5

Modified MK tests of FRP-D and FRP-E

FRP-D lineage-specific MK test FRP-E lineage-specific MK test

Poly Fixed Test Poly Fixed Test

S 20 3 G 16 12 G
D. m. baja N 8 11 ** 25 9 NS

S 0 13 FET 7 11 G
D. m. wrigleyi N 1 16 NS 9 12 NS

S 27 3 G 3 12 FET
D. m. sonorensis N 23 13 **a 8 6 P ¼ 0.06

S 0 11 FET 18 10 G
D. m. mojavensis S 1 14 NS 21 9 NS

Silent and noncoding (S) or replacement (N) polymorphism (Poly) was compared to fixed divergence
(Fixed) from the opposing paralog, as in Thornton and Long (2005). The D. mojavensis lineage-specific
tests were polarized with D. navojoa outgroup. Significance was assessed by Fisher’s exact test (FET) or a G -test
(G) when appropriate. *P , 0.05, **P , 0.01.

a Values that remain significant after a conservative Bonferroni correction for multiple measures. NS P . 0.05.
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the degree to which these patterns extend to their female
interactors, as predicted under models of intersexual
coevolution, remains largely unexplored. The excep-
tional mating system and reproductive biology of D.
mojavensis, in conjunction with physiological evidence of
intersexual coevolution, presents a particularly compel-
ling system for examining the evolution of female
reproductive tract proteins. The female reproductive
tract gene family examined here exhibits a history of
directional selection, balancing selection, and gene
conversion, as well as excess of amino acids substitution
at functional sites of protein–protein interaction, results
strongly suggestive of molecular coevolution.

Evidence of diversifying selection is particularly in-
triguing, as the role of selection in maintaining the
exceptional genetic variation observed at some repro-
ductive protein loci often remains unresolved.

Female reproductive proteases in D. mojavensis may
experience diversity-enhancing selection: Previous pop-
ulation surveys of D. melanogaster female reproductive
tract proteins (Swanson et al. 2004; Panhuis and
Swanson 2006; Lawniczak and Begun 2007), as well
as a recent study of a second family of female re-
productive proteases in D. mojavensis (Kelleher and
Markow 2009), report a high frequency of positive
directional selection. While an excess of replacement
divergence at FRP-D in D. m. baja and D. m. sonorensis
suggests a role for directional selection in the evolution
of the female reproductive proteins examined here, the
majority of deviations from neutrality we observe point
to balancing selection as a comparatively more signifi-
cant force in guiding the evolutionary history of this

gene family. All five proteases exhibited nongeographic
haplotype structure, and significantly lower FST values
than neutral loci, as expected if natural selection acts to
maintain genetic variation within isolated subspecies.
Four of five loci exhibit significant linkage disequilib-
rium consistent with positive directional or diversifying
selection, and site-frequency spectra tests at four differ-
ent loci exhibit an excess of intermediate frequency or
old polymorphisms, suggesting selective retention of
genetic variation relative to a neutral model. McDonald
Kreitman tests at one locus, furthermore, exhibit an
excess of replacement polymorphisms consistent with
balancing selection.

The evidence of diversifying or balancing selection
presented here, is an unexpected evolutionary pattern
in light of evidence for ejaculate-female coadaptation
within subspecies of D. mojavensis. Crosses between
these subspecies exhibit significant differences from
within subspecies crosses in egg size (Pitnick et al.
2003), mated female desiccation resistance (Knowles

et al. 2005), and the size and duration of the insemina-
tion reaction (Knowles and Markow 2001), predicting
that the biological molecules that underlie these male
by female interactions must also diverge rapidly be-
tween populations. While it remains unknown if any of
the FRPs examined here play a direct role in ejaculate
coadaptation, it is clear that deviations from neutrality
often are confined to a single race or group of races, as
expected if each race experiences its own unique
coevolutionary trajectory. Thus, our data suggest that
reproductive divergence between isolated populations
of D. mojavensis may not always be underscored by
simple directional selection at interacting loci.

Gene conversion, diversifying selection, and adap-
tive evolution: Divergence between paralogous mem-
bers of a multigene family is postulated to result from an
antagonistic process between the diversifying force of
selection and the homogenizing force of gene conver-
sion. All paralogs examined in this study, except FRP-A,
exhibited considerable evidence for interlocus gene
conversion, suggesting the process of diversification
between paralogs is not yet complete (Figure 2). While
the frequency of gene conversion showed no clear
relationship with phylogenetic or physical distance
(Figure 2), we observed a strong negative association
between gene conversion and sites inferred to have
undergone adaptive evolution (Figure 3). These results
are consistent with a model where gene conversion
interferes with the process of adaptive evolution, or may
be costly in genetic regions that have experienced
positive selection since gene duplication.

In contrast, a different female reproductive protease
gene family examined in Kelleher and Markow

(2009) revealed no evidence for an antagonistic relation-
ship between gene conversion and adaptive evolution.
This same gene family exhibited several indicators of
relaxed purifying selection at individual loci, suggesting

Figure 5.—Predicted 3D structure of FRP-C. Bayes empir-
ical Bayes selected sites identified under M8 (Yang 1997;
Yang et al. 2005) were identified in Kelleher et al. (2007).
Sites that are determinants of protease inhibitor susceptibility
are open (reviewed in Srinivasan et al. 2006). Shaded sites
comprise the catalytic triad (reviewed in Polgar 2005). Se-
lected sites 124, 244, and 246 also are determinants of inhib-
itor susceptibility.
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some paralogs within it may be functionally redundant
(Kelleher and Markow 2009). We furthermore found
minimal evidence for diversifying selection within in-
dividual paralogs (Kelleher and Markow 2009). Thus,
the strength of diversifying selection may be an impor-
tant difference in the selective regimes experienced by
these two families.

Balancing selection and gene duplication: Diversify-
ing selection among D. mojavensis female reproductive
proteins presents a stark contrast to the preponderance
of directional selection observed among the female
reproductive proteins of its congener D. melanogaster
(Swanson et al. 2004; Panhuis and Swanson 2006).
This selective regime is reminiscent of another emer-
gent pattern of reproductive protein evolution in the D.
mojavensis lineage: gene duplication (Kelleher et al.
2007; Wagstaff and Begun 2007; Almeida and
Desalle 2008, 2009; Kelleher and Markow 2009).
Although there are a few reports of lineage-specific
duplications in D. melanogaster seminal fluid proteins
(Cirera and Aguadé 1998; Findlay et al. 2008), recent
duplicates occur with high frequency among both male
seminal proteins (Wagstaff and Begun 2007; Almeida

and Desalle 2008) and female reproductive tract
proteins (Kelleher et al. 2007; Kelleher and Markow

2009; Kelleher and Pennington 2009) in the repleta
species group.

It is exciting to speculate that the selective forces that
underlie gene duplication and balancing selection may
not be independent. Several models have suggested
that if a balanced polymorphism is maintained by
overdominant selection, a gene duplication event that
unites two functionally diverged alleles on the same
chromosome will immediately experience a selective
advantage due to heterosis (Spofford 1969; Ohno

1970; Otto and Yong 2002; Walsh 2003; Proulx

and Phillips 2006). Balancing selection and gene
duplication, therefore, may be iterative steps in the
diversification of D. mojavensis FRPs.

Biochemical basis of molecular coevolution: The
biochemical underpinnings of intersexual coevolution
within races of D. mojavensis remain largely unexplored.
It is compelling, however, that the female reproductive
tracts of D. arizonae, the close sister species to D.
mojavensis (MRCA ¼ 0.7 MYA) (Reed et al. 2007;
Matzkin 2008), exhibit exceptional levels of proteo-
lytic activity that are negatively regulated by mating
(Kelleher and Pennington 2009). While this negative
regulation could be transcriptional, it also is possible
that female proteases are negatively regulated by known
proteases inhibitors in the D. mojavensis male ejaculate
(Wagstaff and Begun 2005; Kelleher et al. 2009).
Consistent with the hypothesis that female proteases
interact and coevolve with protease inhibitors, our
structural analysis revealed that previously inferred
selected sites are clustered with sites that determine
susceptibility to protease inhibitors (Figure 5). A similar

result was observed in Kelleher and Markow (2009),
suggesting that molecular coevolution with protease
inhibitors may be a general property of female re-
productive proteases in D. mojavensis.

Conclusion: Evolutionary dynamics of D. mojavensis
female reproductive tracts proteins, both in terms of
balancing selection and accelerated gene duplication
(Kelleher et al. 2007; Kelleher and Markow 2009;
Kelleher and Pennington 2009), present a dramatic
contrast to patterns of directional selection and the
paucity of gene duplication observed in D. melanogaster
(Swanson et al. 2004; Panhuis and Swanson 2006;
Lawniczak and Begun 2007). These two congeners also
have dramatically different mating systems and levels of
female promiscuity, as well as considerably disparate
reproductive physiologies. Our data suggest these re-
productive traits may leave signatures in the evolutionary
histories of the proteins involved and create a framework
for comparing the dynamics of reproductive proteins
between closely related organisms.
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TABLE S1 

Sample Sizes, Length (L) and Estimates of Polymorphism for the 5 loci examined in this study 

  synonymous non-synonymous synonymous and non-coding 

FRP-A N S π θ S π θ S π θ 

all sub-species 31 14 0.0233 0.0265 24 0.0179 0.0128 17 0.0161 0.0168 

D. m. baja 8 10 0.0200 0.0267 19 0.0156 0.0144 12 0.0247 0.0174 

D. m. wrigleyi 7 6 0.0203 0.0186 1 0.0012 0.0009 6 0.0104 0.0096 

D. m. mojavensis 8 5 0.0176 0.0145 20 0.0206 0.0163 7 0.0127 0.0105 

D. m. sonorensis 8 6 0.0154 0.0158 25 0.0211 0.0025 10 0.0138 0.0171 

FRP-B                     

all sub-species 28 15 0.0192 0.0243 20 0.0103 0.0094 20 0.0185 0.0221 

D. m. baja 7 10 0.0181 0.0243 12 0.0079 0.0085 12 0.0019 0.0150 

D. m. wrigleyi 7 7 0.0164 0.0164 8 0.0059 0.0054 9 0.0130 0.0119 

D. m. mojavensis 7 6 0.0138 0.0152 14 0.0110 0.0102 11 0.0155 0.0124 

D. m. sonorensis 7 1 0.0198 0.0024 5 0.0096 0.0037 1 0.0178 0.0018 

FRP-C                     

all sub-species 28 12 0.0160 0.0218 18 0.0083 0.0096 16 0.0116 0.0150 

D. m. baja 7 11 0.0215 0.0308 16 0.0110 0.0132 14 0.0144 0.0206 

D. m. wrigleyi 7 1 0.0039 0.0028 1 0.0058 0.0082 1 0.0021 0.0015 

D. m. mojavensis 7 2 0.0036 0.0051 6 0.0036 0.0046 6 0.0039 0.0056 

D. m. sonorensis 7 2 0.0187 0.0165 8 0.0091 0.0065 11 0.0136 0.0117 

FRP-D                     

all sub-species 29 12 0.0289 0.0260 26 0.0095 0.0159 33 0.0341 0.0351 

D. m. baja 7 27 0.0268 0.0209 9 0.0105 0.0088 24 0.0538 0.0409 

D. m. wrigleyi 7 0 0.0000 0.0000 1 0.0006 0.0008 0 0.0000 0.0000 

D. m. mojavensis 8 0 0.0018 0.0028 1 0.0005 0.0008 1 0.0010 0.0015 

D. m. sonorensis 7 12 0.0353 0.0338 23 0.0211 0.0181 32 0.0586 0.0479 

FRP-E                     

all sub-species 29 11 0.0167 0.0229 36 0.0219 0.0205 12 0.0138 0.0165 

D. m. baja 7 7 0.0230 0.0216 28 0.0282 0.0238 20 0.0263 0.0194 

D. m. wrigleyi 7 2 0.0074 0.0064 9 0.0092 0.0078 11 0.0133 0.1076 

D. m. mojavensis 7 6 0.0199 0.0189 23 0.0228 0.0200 17 0.0340 0.0295 

D. m. sonorensis 8 2 0.0040 0.0062 8 0.0061 0.0067 3 0.0038 0.0058 

 


